De novo sequencing, peptide composition analysis, and composition-based sequencing: a new strategy employing accurate mass determination by fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry.
A new strategy is described for the determination of amino acid sequences of unknown peptides. Different from the well-known but often inefficient de novo sequencing approach, the new method is based on a two-step process. In the first step the amino acid composition of an unknown peptide is determined on the basis of accurate mass values of the peptide precursor ion and a small number of accurate fragment ion mass values, and, as in de novo sequencing, without employing protein database information or other pre-information. In the second step the sequence of the found amino acids of the peptide is determined by scoring the agreement between expected and observed fragment ion signals of the permuted sequences. It was found that the new approach is highly efficient if accurate mass values are available and that it easily outstrips common approaches of de novo sequencing being based on lower accuracies and detailed knowledge of fragmentation behavior. Simple permutation and calculation of all possible amino acid sequences, however, is only efficient if the composition is known or if possible compositions are at least reduced to a small list. The latter requires the highest possible instrumental mass accuracy, which is currently provided only by fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry. The connection between mass accuracy and peptide composition variability is described and an example of peptide compositioning and composition-based sequencing is presented.